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If you've been waiting for FIFA's next-gen successor, you're in luck: EA's E3 presentation confirmed that FIFA 12 will be a launch title for the PlayStation 3 and Xbox 360, and will debut on store shelves on November 8, 2011. EA has also released a countdown clock on its blog, counting down to EA's E3 presentation which will take place
today.  Have you ever wanted to see the reaction of an 11-year old girl who just found out that her boyfriend is cheating on her? No, we don't either. But EA (and other companies like Crytek and DICE) have. Thanks to The Sims 4, players can now be watching you, watching your protagonist, and even having sex with your characters, in a
VR world. The Sims 4 is by all means a good news on the series, and will put the focus of the new-gen release on interaction, rather than on the effort you must put into to unlock achievements and unlock new slots in the FIFA Ultimate Team card collection. Furthermore, the new "Social World" will allow players to send their characters on

daily errands, or even add them to friends lists (once the game launches of course). We will have more details on this next week, but overall its good news. Players can now create their own online club from scratch with new custom gameplay options, from different online and offline play modes, including the new football league and
matchday options. There is also the possibility to play on six different courses, including the 2009 FIFA World Cup. With new options in the training, tactics and formation screens and a great variety of plays, licenses and match players, FIFA 09 builds on the concept of gameplay focus introduced in FIFA 08 with some of the most advanced

features available in the FIFA series.
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Online and multiplayer will allow for true 1-on-1 competition against gamers all over the world. The new "Exhibition" mode allows you to create your own video highlights, composed of matches from your career, online games, or other available matches. FIFA 09 has
been enhanced with graphic improvements, including new second generation of texture mapping, and new lighting options such as ambient occlusion, distance fog and more. FIFA 09 will feature a new active controller system. With four total buttons, including

analogue sticks, the new Sony Dual-Shock 3 controller allows players to personalize the game to their exact preferences. Players will be able to change button assignments and even change the grip style, so that they can feel as comfortable as possible in game. One
button will be dedicated to the camera, offering a quick camera zoom. PSN and XBL official. Last update: Tuesday, September 22, 2008 Genre: Sports File size: 2.8 MB .L_0_2-c{margin-left:auto;margin-right:auto;padding-bottom:20px;padding-top:15px;text-

align:center} tmntag.cmd.push(function(){tmntag.adTag('purch_L_0_2', false);}); FIFA 09 Name The Adidas Live Season that will redefine the football videogame experience by dynamically updating player form in-game on a weekly basis so that player attributes
mirror real-world performances. FIFA 09 will now feel and play differently throughout the entire 2008-2009 season matching the weekly rhythm of football. The new service will be available for Barclays Premier League, La Liga BBVA, Ligue 1, Bundesliga, Serie A and

Mexican Primera Division on the PS3, Xbox 360 and PC. 5ec8ef588b
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